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Ionizing radiation is known to cause chromosomal alterations such as inversions and deletions and has been used extensively for inducing mutations. In Arabidopsis, two methods for the isolation of genes identified on the basis of mutant phenotypes—genomic subtraction and chromosome walking—either rely on or are greatly facilitated by the availability of these types of mutations. This article gives a detailed characterization of ionizing radiation-induced mutations in plants. The Arabidopsis genes encoding chalcone flavanone isomerase (CHI) and dihydroflavonol 4-reductase (DFR) were cloned and found to correspond to two _transparent testa_ loci. A CHI allele, generated by fast-neutron irradiation, consisted of an inversion within the gene. A 272-bp fragment from 38 centimorgans away on the same chromosome was transferred to one end of this inversion. A DFR allele, induced by x-irradiation, contained two deletions and an inversion of the 2.8-centimorgan intervening region. Sequence analysis of the break points in both mutants indicate that repair of radiation-induced damage involves mechanisms similar or identical to those that mediate the integration of foreign sequences into the genome. The chromosome rearrangements found in these mutants have important implications for the use of ionizing radiation-induced alleles in classical and molecular genetic experiments in plants.

INTRODUCTION

Induced mutagenesis, which has been used extensively in plant breeding programs and classical genetic studies, is gaining importance as a tool for the identification and isolation of plant genes using molecular approaches. In many plants, screening or selection of mutagenized populations has been used to identify loci of novel genes or of previously cloned sequences. These mutants can often be classified into phenotypic groups that provide the basis for dissecting complex signal transduction and biosynthetic pathways. These types of studies are providing insight into the interactions of genes and gene products that function, for example, in the light response, in flower development, and in hormone biosynthesis and function.

In plants, the isolation of genes corresponding to mutant loci relies primarily on three methods. Gene tagging by transposons or T-DNA has been used to isolate a number of genes in maize, snapdragon, and Arabidopsis (O'Reilly et al., 1985; Herman and Marks, 1989; Coen et al., 1990; Konz et al., 1990). In this approach, genes are cloned from plants exhibiting a mutant phenotype by isolating regions adjacent to inserted sequences from phage libraries or by plasmid rescue. Chromosome walking with cosmids and yeast artificial chromosome clones (Bender et al., 1983; Jordon, 1988) has also been used successfully in Arabidopsis to approach the chromosomal locations of several genes (I. Hwang, T. Kohchi, and H. Goodman, unpublished results). These genes will ultimately be identified either by locating the mutation or by complementing the mutant phenotype in transgenic plants. The utility of a third method, genomic subtraction (Straus and Ausubel, 1990), to directly clone sequences corresponding to deletions, has recently been demonstrated in Arabidopsis (Sun et al., 1992). All three of these methods allow genes that are identified by a mutant phenotype to be isolated without requiring specific information about the structure or function of the gene or gene product.

The chemical agents and radiation used for mutagenesis can cause very different types of lesions in chromosomal DNA. Mutations that delete several kilobases at the locus of interest would be particularly useful for the identification and isolation of genes by chromosome walking or genomic subtraction. It is well established that ionizing radiation can cause deletions as well as other types of chromosome alterations by double-strand breaks followed by aberrant rejoining of the ends. More than 50 years ago, McClintock showed that chromosomes broken by x-ray treatment of maize pollen were joined with extraordinary efficiency and that this often resulted in chromosome rearrangements (reviewed in McClintock, 1984). However, the cellular mechanisms that contribute to these types of rearrangements are still poorly understood. Mutations
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involving large deletions have only rarely been identified in plants, and, even in other organisms, only limited analysis of these types of lesions has been performed. No efforts have been made to identify conditions that favor the formation of specific types of mutations.

This article describes the characterization of radiation-induced mutations at two flavonoid biosynthetic loci in Arabidopsis. Flavonoids are an enormously diverse group of secondary metabolites that are unique to plants and that play a variety of roles in development, reproduction, and survival (for a review, see Stafford, 1990). Despite these numerous functions, mutations in flavonoid biosynthesis are nonlethal. This feature, together with the availability of easily scoreable phenotypes such as seed and flower color, has led to detailed analyses of the genetics and biochemistry of flavonoid synthesis in maize, petunia, and snapdragon (Stafford, 1990). The flavonoid pathway has also been a model system for the isolation of structural and regulatory genes by transposon tagging (e.g., Wienand et al., 1982; Luo et al., 1991). Flavonoid loci for which genes have not yet been isolated are thus good candidates for genetic approaches to gene cloning.

Eleven flavonoid biosynthetic loci have been identified in Arabidopsis (Koornneef, 1990b). Mutations at these loci result in plants that produce yellow or ochre seeds, rather than the dark brown seeds characteristic of wild-type Arabidopsis plants. This phenotype is the result of a reduction or absence of pigments in the seed coat. The mutants are therefore named tt for transparent testa (seed coat). Many of the tt loci also control the production of flavonoids in other organs, indicating that at least some of the components of the pathway function throughout the plant. The only flavonoid gene previously cloned in Arabidopsis encodes the enzyme chalcone synthase, which catalyzes the first committed step in flavonoid production (Feinbaum and Ausubel, 1988). Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) mapping experiments indicate that this single-copy gene corresponds to the T74 locus (Meyerowitz, 1990), which is consistent with the complete absence of flavonoid compounds in tt4 mutant plants (M. Koornneef, personal communication; B. Shirley, W. Kubasek, G. Stortz, M. Koornneef, F. Ausubel, and H. Goodman, unpublished results).

To extend the analysis of flavonoid biosynthesis in Arabidopsis, the genes encoding chalcone flavanone isomerase (CHI) and dihydroflavonol 4-reductase (DFR) were cloned. CHI and DFR catalyze the conversion of chalcones into flavanones and dihydroflavonols into flavan-3,4-diols, respectively. Two alleles—tt3 (M318) and tt5 (40.443)—that were isolated using x-ray or fast-neutron radiation contained rearrangements of these genes. In both cases, the mutations also affected sites located a substantial distance away on the same chromosome. Sequence analysis of the break points indicates that the rearrangements were caused by aberrant joining of double-strand breaks by nonhomologous recombination. The chromosome rearrangements found in these Arabidopsis mutants have important implications for use of radiation-induced alleles in gene cloning strategies.

RESULTS

Isolation of the Arabidopsis CHI and DFR Genes

As a first step toward extending the analysis of flavonoid biosynthesis in Arabidopsis, genes homologous to two flavonoid structural genes previously cloned in other plants were isolated. Initial attempts to use a heterologous CHI cDNA or degenerate oligonucleotides to isolate the genes from a genomic phage library were unsuccessful. As an alternative approach, degenerate oligonucleotides were used with Arabidopsis genomic DNA in the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) according to the method of Gould et al. (1989). The oligonucleotide primers, shown in Figures 1 and 2, were designed based on the sequences from bean (Blyden et al., 1991) and petunia (van Tunen et al., 1989) for CHI and from maize (O'Reilly et al., 1985), snapdragon, and petunia (Beld et al., 1989) for DFR. The products obtained using primers I and IV were amplified with internal primers (II and III) to ensure that the correct products were synthesized. In all reactions, the primers flanked the sites of one or more introns in the genes from other species. Single products of the expected lengths (~320 and 300 bp for CHI, 1.1 and 0.9 kb for DFR, assuming introns of 100 bp) were obtained with genomic DNA from both the Landsberg and Columbia ecotypes of Arabidopsis (data not shown). In the case of CHI, the PCR-amplified products hybridized to a CHI cDNA clone from petunia (data not shown). The 320-bp CHI product and the 0.9-kb DFR product were cloned into plasmid vectors. Sequence analysis of the putative CHI clone and the ends of the DFR clone confirmed the identification of these products as novel CHI and DFR genes.

The PCR-derived clones were used to screen a Landsberg genomic library (Voytas et al., 1990). Four overlapping λ clones were obtained with each probe. Plasmid subclones were constructed and used for sequencing and DNA and RNA gel blot analyses (see Methods). Because low-stringency hybridization of genomic DNA gel blots failed to uncover additional strong bands (data not shown) and unique products were isolated in the PCR cloning experiments, it appears that, like chalcone synthase (CHS), CHI and DFR are encoded by single-copy genes in Arabidopsis.

The complete nucleotide sequences of the Arabidopsis CHI and DFR genes were determined, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Both genes exhibited significant homology with the corresponding genes isolated in other plant species. Intron positions were deduced by comparison with the petunia CHI-B gene and the petunia and snapdragon DFR genes. The hexanucleotide CACGTG is present in the 5' untranslated regions of other light-, hormone-, and radiation-responsive genes such as the maize CHS gene to UV light (Schulze-Lefert et al., 1989) and is identical to the putative binding site for the product of the maize R gene (Goff et al., 1990). Similar or identical motifs are present in the 5' untranslated regions of other light-
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Figure 1. Sequence of the Arabidopsis CHI Gene.

The positions of three introns are inferred by comparison with the petunia CHI-B gene (van Tunen et al., 1989). The polyadenylation site found in a cDNA clone is indicated with a vertical arrow, and a putative polyadenylation signal and conserved GT and AG nucleotides at the intron boundaries are underlined. The CACGTG hexanucleotide (see text) present in the 5' untranslated region is shaded. Asterisks above the sequence indicate the positions of BglII and BclI sites. Triangles mark the inversion break points identified in tt5. The active-site cysteine in the deduced amino acid sequence of the CHI enzyme is boxed. Horizontal arrows (I to IV) show the positions of the primers used for cloning the gene by PCR.

stress-regulated genes, including the Arabidopsis CHS gene (Feinbaum and Ausubel, 1988; Staiger et al., 1989; Guiltinan et al., 1990; Martin et al., 1991). The region surrounding the active-site cysteine (Bednar et al., 1989) in the deduced amino acid sequence of the Arabidopsis CHI gene is highly conserved relative to the four other published CHI sequences. The Arabidopsis, snapdragon (Martin et al., 1991), and petunia CHI genes are more similar to each other than to the gene from bean, which may reflect the additional function of the legume enzyme in the synthesis of isoflavonoids (Blyden et al., 1991).

The 13 amino acids thought to define the substrate specificity of the DFR enzyme (Beld et al., 1989) are most similar between the Arabidopsis and snapdragon proteins. This is consistent with the observation that these two species synthesize the DFR substrates dihydroquercetin and dihydrokaempferol, in contrast to petunia, which makes dihydroquercetin and dihydromyricetin (Harrison and Stickland, 1974; Meyer et al., 1987; B. Shirley, W. Kubasek, G. Stortz, M. Koornneef, F. Ausubel, and H. Goodman, unpublished results).

Figure 2. Sequence of the Arabidopsis DFR Gene.

The positions of five introns are inferred from the sequences of DFR genes from petunia and snapdragon (Beld et al., 1989). Two CACGTG hexanucleotides (see text) present in the 5' untranslated region are shaded. The 13 residues in the deduced amino acid sequence of DFR that may determine substrate specificity (Beld et al., 1989) are boxed. Arrows (I to IV) show the positions of the primers used for cloning the gene by PCR.

RFLP Mapping of the CHI and DFR Genes

To determine whether the CHI and DFR genes corresponded to any of the known flavonoid loci in Arabidopsis, the chromosomal locations of the two genes were determined by RFLP
mapping. The PCR-generated CHI clone, pCHI14, revealed a BclI polymorphism for the Landsberg and Columbia ecotypes of Arabidopsis. An EcoRI polymorphism was identified using the DFR PCR clone, pDFR2. The clones were used to probe blots containing genomic DNA representing 128 F_2 plants from a Landsberg/Columbia cross (Nam et al., 1989).

The CHI gene mapped to the short arm of chromosome 3 in the region of the tt5 and tt6 loci on the genetic map, as shown in Figure 3A. It was unlikely that CHI corresponded to the tt6 locus. Thin-layer chromatographic analysis of pigments present in tt6 plants indicates that this mutation affects one of the intermediate enzymatic steps in flavonoid biosynthesis (B. Shirley, W. Kubasek, G. Stortz, M. Koornneef, F. Ausubel, and H. Goodman, unpublished results). In contrast, tt5 plants appear to be totally devoid of flavonols and anthocyanidins (M. Koornneef, personal communication) and produce seeds that have a bright lemon-yellow color. This phenotype would be predicted for plants lacking CHI activity because this enzyme catalyzes an early step in flavonoid biosynthesis, the conversion of chalcones to flavanones. The DFR gene mapped to the long arm of chromosome 5, in the region of the tt3 locus (Figure 3B). The phenotype of plants with mutations at this locus is consistent with a defect in the DFR gene. The seeds and vegetative tissues of tt3 plants contain flavonols but no anthocyanidins, as would be expected in the absence of DFR enzyme activity (M. Koornneef, personal communication). These results suggested that TT5 corresponded to the CHI gene, whereas TT3 was the genetic locus for DFR.

**Figure 3.** Correlation between CHI and DFR Sequences on the RFLP Map and the Locations of tt Loci on the Genetic Map.

The locations of pCHI14, pAt3-89.1, pDFR2, and pAt5-91.5 (boxed) were determined by RFLP mapping as described in the text. The locations of these clones on the RFLP map (Nam et al., 1989; S. Hanley and H. Goodman, unpublished results) are compared to the locations of tt mutants on the genetic maps (Koornneef, 1990a). The tt loci are in bold. Markers corresponding to unpublished clones are indicated by an X. The positions of three phenotypic markers—hy2, g1t, and ttg—that were used to integrate the genetic and RFLP maps are indicated by vertical bars (Nam et al., 1989). The contact points between the genetic and RFLP maps of the two chromosomes are indicated by dashed lines.

(A) Chromosome 3.

(B) Chromosome 5.

**Figure 4.** DNA Gel Blot Analysis of tt3 and tt5 Using PCR Clones.

Gel blots containing digests of genomic DNA (2 µg per lane) from Columbia (C), Landsberg (L), tt5, tt6, or tt3 plants were hybridized with the PCR-generated clones pCHI14 or pDFR2.

**Structural Changes in the CHI and DFR Genes in tt5 and tt3**

Ionizing radiation is known to cause chromosomal damage that in some cases includes large deletions or rearrangements detectable by DNA gel blot analysis (for a review, see
Radiation-induced alleles of *tt3* and *tt5* were isolated in studies on the mutagenic effects of ionizing radiation in plants (Dellaert, 1980; Koornneef, 1990b). Thus, the possibility that the CHI and DFR clones could identify structural changes at the *tt3* and *tt5* loci was examined.

The *tt5* mutation (allele 40.443) was isolated from a Landsberg population mutagenized with fast-neutron radiation (Koornneef, 1990b). A gel blot containing genomic DNA from this mutant, an ethyl methanesulfonate-generated allele of *tt6*, and wild-type plants was hybridized with pCHI14, as shown in Figure 4. The size of the bands in the digests of *tt5* DNA was different from those of the wild-type DNA. This provided strong evidence that *TTS* was the Arabidopsis CHI locus.

A similar analysis was performed for the DFR gene using an allele of *tt3*, M218, isolated after irradiating Arabidopsis seeds with x-rays (Koornneef, 1990b). A DNA gel blot containing wild-type and *tt3* (M218) DNA was hybridized with pDFR2. Figure 4 shows that sequences corresponding to this probe were completely missing in *tt3* plants. This showed that *tt3* (M218) was a DFR deletion mutant and indicated that *T73* was the Arabidopsis DFR locus.

**Structure of the *tt5* Allele**

The lesions in *tt5* and *tt3* plants were examined in further detail to determine the extent and exact nature of the damage induced by ionizing radiation in these mutant plants. As a first step, maps were constructed of the wild-type and mutant CHI loci. A blot containing DNA from *tt5* and wild-type plants was hybridized with plasmid subclones covering the CHI transcription unit. Figure 5A shows that, as with the 314-bp PCR-generated clone (Figure 4), the three clones spanning the CHI coding region hybridized to HindIII and BgIII fragments in *tt5* that were different in size than those in wild-type plants. Further analysis using Sau3AI digests of *tt5* and Landsberg DNA (data not shown) indicated that little, if any, of the CHI sequence was missing in the mutant. Instead, *tt5* plants appeared to contain a rearrangement of CHI gene sequences within the 1.5-kb region defined by the three adjacent BgIII sites in the promoter and a BclI site in the third exon of the CHI gene (Figure 1). These findings, together with results described below, indicated that the structure of the *tt5* mutation was as illustrated in Figure 5B.

**Figure 5. Structural Analysis of the CHI Gene in *tt5*.**

(A) DNA gel blot containing EcoRI, HindIII, and BgIII digests of DNA from wild-type (Columbia [C] and Landsberg [L]) and *tt5* plants probed sequentially with pCHI0.7, pCHI0.38, and pCHI0.40 (all described in Methods), and pAt3-89.1 (the wild-type clone from which the insertion was derived). (B) Structure of the CHI locus in Landsberg (L) and *tt5* plants. The shaded area indicates the region that is inverted in the mutant. The open box represents the insertion sequence. Restriction enzyme cleavage sites are as follows: BclI (not abbreviated); B, BgIII; E, EcoRI; H, HindIII.
To isolate the regions surrounding the break points of the inversion, a phage library was constructed using genomic DNA from tt5 plants. Five independent clones were isolated from this library by screening with a 4.8-kb BgIII-EcoRI fragment containing the entire wild-type CHI gene. Subclones were made in a plasmid vector, and the structure of the CHI locus in tt5 was determined by restriction mapping. The region between the three tandem BgIII sites and the BclI site that flank the inversion was sequenced. The inversion break points are indicated by triangles in the wild-type sequence in Figure 1. Figure 6 illustrates the structure of the CHI locus in tt5. One break point was located 390 bp upstream of the AUG, thus leaving a substantial portion of the promoter attached to the coding region. The other break point was located in the fourth exon, 44 amino acids from the end of the predicted protein product. Sequencing showed that 4 bp were lost from this exon, as illustrated in Figure 7A. In addition, a 272-bp fragment, which had no homology to CHI gene sequences, was inserted at one end of the inversion. This insertion introduced two new amino acids and a stop codon in the middle of the fourth exon. No other sequence differences were found between tt5 and Landsberg. These results indicate that the phenotype of tt5 plants could arise because of a loss of CHI gene expression due to disruption of the structure of the promoter or the 3' end of the gene or because the terminal 44 amino acids of the protein are essential for enzyme activity.

To determine the origin of the inserted DNA, wild-type sequences homologous to those inserted at the CHI locus in tt5 were amplified by PCR and used to screen the Landsberg genomic library. From one phage clone, a 3.0-kb HindIII subclone (pAt3-89.1) was isolated that hybridized to the PCR product. A HindIII polymorphism between Landsberg and Columbia was used to determine the location of these sequences in wild-type plants. The clone mapped to a site 38 centimorgans (cM) proximal to the CHI gene on chromosome 3 (Figure 3A).

To determine whether the sequence inserted at the CHI locus in tt5 had also been deleted at its original location, the wild-type clone, pAt3-89.1, was hybridized to the genomic DNA gel blot (Figure 5A). The clone hybridized to one HindIII band that was somewhat smaller in tt5 than in Landsberg, suggesting that part of the region between these HindIII sites had been deleted in the mutant. The clone also hybridized weakly to bands from the CHI locus in tt5 that contained the insertion and that also hybridized to pCHl0.7 and pCHl0.40. From sequence analysis, it was known that the 272-bp fragment inserted at the CHI locus contained an EcoRI site (Figure 5B). pAt3-89.1 also contained an EcoRI site. The clone hybridized to a single strong band in the tt5 EcoRI digest and to two EcoRI fragments in wild-type DNA, consistent with the transfer of sequences flanking this site to the new location in tt5.

The sequences flanking the deletion were isolated from the tt5 library by screening with pAt3-89.1. One phage clone was obtained from which a 2.7-kb HindIII fragment was subcloned. Comparison of the sequences adjacent to an XmnI site within this clone and the corresponding wild-type sequences in pAt3-89.1 showed that tt5 contained a deletion at this location that corresponded exactly to the insertion at the CHI locus (Figure 7B). The 272-bp fragment appeared to have been transferred directly to the CHI locus. However, a 3-bp change in the tt5 sequence had also occurred, which resulted in the in-frame stop codon at the border of the insertion in tt5.

The break points in tt5 are compared to the corresponding wild-type sequences in Figure 7. Very little if any homology was present between the ends that were fused in the mutation. Thus, it was unlikely that the inversion and insertion were generated by mechanisms (e.g., template switching during replication repair) that act on homologous sequences. Instead,
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Structure of the tt3 Allele

The structure of the lesion induced by x-rays in the tt3 (M218) allele was also examined in detail. To determine the extent of the deletion in tt3, a gel blot containing various digests of Columbia, Landsberg, and tt3 genomic DNA was hybridized with a series of HindIII clones spanning an 11.8-kb region that included the DFR gene, as shown in Figure 8. Sequences contained in two of the clones, pDFR4.4 and pDFR2.3, were completely absent in tt3. Adjacent clones, pDFR2.1 and pDFR3.0, hybridized to HindIII bands that were longer in tt3 than in Landsberg. Thus, the end points of the deletion in tt3 were located within these two fragments. According to these results, ~8 kb of sequence had been deleted at the DFR locus (Figure 8B). In addition, pDFR2.1 and pDFR3.0 did not hybridize to the same HindIII band in tt3. This indicated that the break points at the DFR locus had not been rejoined to each other. New sequences had either been inserted between the two break points or the ends had been fused to other breaks in the Arabidopsis genome.

To distinguish between these possibilities, the sequences fused to the deletion end points were isolated. A genomic library was constructed for tt3 and screened using pDFR2.1 and pDFR3.0 (Figure 8B). The five independent clones isolated from this library hybridized to either pDFR2.1 (two clones) or pDFR3.0 (three clones), but not to both probes. This indicated that these sequences might be separated by a significant distance in the mutant. Fragments corresponding to the 4.7- and 3.2-kb HindIII fragments in tt3 (Figure 8, hybridizations with pDFR2.1 and pDFR3.0) were subcloned from two of the tt3 genomic clones and designated ptt3-4.7 and ptt3-3.2, as illustrated in Figure 9. The 1.9-kb BglII-HindIII fragment and the 0.7-kb HindIII-BamHI fragment from these clones, which contained sequences not present in the wild-type DFR clones, were then isolated. These fragments hybridized to a single 3.6-kb HindIII fragment in Landsberg genomic DNA (data not shown, but see hybridization with pAt5-91.5, below). This showed that the ends of the DFR deletion were fused to the ends of a second break that had occurred at another site in the Arabidopsis genome. Thus, in addition to the DFR deletion, tt3 plants contained either an inversion or a translocation.

To determine the location of the second break site, the BglII-HindIII and BamHI-HindIII fragments from ptt3-4.7 and ptt3-3.2 were used to isolate the 3.6-kb HindIII fragment from the Landsberg genomic library (Figure 9). This clone, designated...
pAt5-91.5 (see below), hybridized to 3.2- and 4.7-kb HindIII bands in tt3 DNA (Figure 8). This was a composite of the hybridization pattern observed for pDFR2.1 and pDFR3.0 and thus confirmed that the deletion end points were contained on a single HindIII fragment in the wild-type genome.

pAt5-91.5 did not hybridize to any of the phage clones that contained the wild-type DFR sequences (data not shown) and hybridized to different yeast artificial chromosome clones (S. Hanley and H. Goodman, unpublished results), again suggesting that the second break had occurred a significant distance away from the DFR gene. To determine the location of this second break site, the position of pAt5-91.5 on the RFLP map was determined using a Drai polymorphism. This showed that the second break had occurred 2.8 cm distal to the DFR gene on the same chromosome (Figure 3B). Based on information from the genetic and physical maps, this corresponds to \( \sim 560 \) kb in Arabidopsis (Nam et al., 1989; B. Hauge and H. Goodman, unpublished results).

The regions surrounding the break points in pDFR2.1, pDFR3.0, ptt3-4.7, ptt3-3.2, and pAt5-91.5 were sequenced. The results are presented schematically in Figure 10 and in detail in Figure 11. The deletion at the DFR locus encompassed 7.4 kb, starting 675 bp upstream of the AUG and extending 5.1 kb beyond the stop codon. In addition, 52 bp were deleted at the site of the second break point, and a 7-bp piece of filler DNA was present at one end of the inversion. Short imperfect direct repeats were present at the break points, but there was no homology between the regions joined in the mutant, indicating that, as in tt5, repair of radiation-induced DNA damage in tt3 had involved nonhomologous recombination.

### Analysis of Gene Expression in tt3 and tt5 Plants

To examine the effects of the tt3 and tt5 mutations on gene expression, 3-week-old plants were treated with high-intensity irradiation with 100 krad of gamma-rays.

![Figure 9. Break Point Clones from tt3 and Landsberg.](image)
white light for 18 hr to induce expression of the flavonoid genes. Total RNA was isolated from these and control (untreated) plants and used to prepare a gel blot. The filter was hybridized with pCHI4.8 and then stripped and hybridized with pDFR4.4, clones that contained the entire CHI and DFR gene sequences, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 12. Like CHS (Feinbaum and Ausubel, 1988), CHI and DFR mRNA was induced to high levels in wild-type plants treated with high-intensity light. Low levels of CHI mRNA were also detectable in.t5 plants following induction. This suggests that the 390-bp region upstream of the AUG might contain promoter sequences that control the response to high-intensity light. The reduced levels of CHI mRNA in t5 relative to Landsberg plants suggest that additional sequences necessary for full promoter activity lie upstream of the 5' break point or that loss of 3' sequences affected transcription or mRNA stability. This is similar to the observation of Feinbaum et al. (1991) that 186 bp of the Arabidopsis CHS gene promoter directed expression of a

![Figure 10. Structure of Chromosome Rearrangements in tt3.](image)

The map of this region was derived from restriction mapping and sequencing clones from wild-type (Landsberg) and tt3 genomic libraries and by RFLP mapping of the distal break point. The arrows indicate the locations of the three genes affected by the mutation. Only the direction of transcription of the three genes relative to each other was determined. It is not known whether transcription of ORF2 is toward the centromere (as shown) or toward the distal end of chromosome 5. ORF, open reading frame.

![Figure 11. Sequences Surrounding the tt3 Break Points.](image)

Boxed sequences in the mutant were derived from either the DFR locus (7.4-kb deletion) or one end of the distal break point (52-bp deletion). Arrows under the sequence indicate small direct repeats at the borders of the break points, two of which are imperfect (double line). Sequences with imperfect homology to the filler sequence in tt3 are underlined. ORF, open reading frame.
fragment was used to probe the blot, a transcript was detected. Thus, the effect of the tt5 mutation on gene expression may be restricted to the CHI locus. However, when the pDFR2.3 fragment was used to probe the blot, a transcript was detected in tt5 and Landsberg plants (Figure 12). The absence of this transcript in tt3 plants is consistent with its being derived at least in part from the 2.3-kb HindIII fragment that is deleted in tt3. An open reading frame was present at one end of this clone (data not shown). Interestingly, the levels of this transcript were somewhat higher in both tt5 and wild-type plants induced with high-intensity light. A small amount of hybridization was also detected when pAt5-91.5, which corresponds to the second break site in tt3, was used as a probe. The transcript was smaller in tt3 than in Landsberg and tt5 plants (indicated by the arrow in Figure 12). Sequencing revealed an open reading frame, the 3' end of which would be lost as a result of the break and fusion to the DFR locus in tt3 (data not shown). This is consistent with the finding that the BgIII-HindIII fragment from this clone did not hybridize to the transcript in tt3 (data not shown). The results of this analysis indicate that at least two other genes were disrupted in tt3. However, tt3 plants do not exhibit any discernable phenotypes other than the absence of flavonoid pigments.

**DISCUSSION**

Deletion and inversion mutants have been used extensively to identify genes and study gene and chromosome structure in systems such as Drosophila, yeast, and some mammals. Deletions and rearrangements can also facilitate gene cloning by methods such as chromosome walking and genomic subtraction. However, the deletion of the DFR gene in tt3 is, to our knowledge, only the fourth example of a specific locus for which a deletion mutant has been identified in Arabidopsis. The other loci for which deletion mutants have been found are gal, a locus involved in gibberellin biosynthesis (Koornneef, 1979; Sun et al., 1992); chl3, which corresponds to one of the nitrate reductase genes (Wilkinson and Crawford, 1991); and glt, which is involved in trichome development (Oppenheimer et al., 1991). These mutants were all isolated using ionizing radiation (fast-neutron, x-ray, or γ-ray), suggesting that a variety of radiation types may be effective in generating deletion mutants in Arabidopsis.

Although ionizing radiation–induced deletions have been reported in many organisms, the structures of these mutations have not been studied in detail. The mutations in the two flavonoid biosynthetic alleles examined here were much more complex than simple rejoining of adjacent break points. In the x-ray–induced tt3 allele, breaks at sites located 2.8 cM apart were aberrantly rejoined in such a way that the intervening sequences, minus 52 bp and 7.4 kb at the ends, were inverted. These rearrangements affected the expression of at least two genes other than DFR. In contrast, only four nucleotides were lost in the rearrangements examined in tt5, which included inversion of a 1.5-kb fragment containing most of the CHI coding region and part of the promoter. A 272-bp fragment was transferred to this region from a site 36 cM away on the same chromosome, but this did not appear to disrupt additional reporter gene in response to high-intensity light and that higher overall levels of expression were observed using a 523-bp promoter fragment. No DFR mRNA was detected in the deletion mutant, tt3, as expected. Interestingly, the levels of CHI mRNA in the DFR mutant and DFR mRNA in the CHI mutant were similar to those found in the wild type. This indicates that changes in the concentrations of flavonoid intermediates may not affect the expression of the CHI and DFR genes.

The finding that the lesions in both tt mutants involved sites at other locations and that tt3 contained a large deletion at the DFR locus indicated that genes other than CHI and DFR may have been disrupted by the mutations. No signal was detected when the RNA gel blot was hybridized with pAt3-89.1, which contains the wild-type sequences transferred to the CHI locus in tt5, and limited sequence analysis of this clone revealed no evidence of an open reading frame (data not shown). Thus, the effect of the tt5 mutation on gene expression may be restricted to the CHI locus. However, when the pDFR2.3 fragment was used to probe the blot, a transcript was detected in tt5 and Landsberg plants (Figure 12). The absence of this
genes. Sequence analysis revealed little or no homology between the ends that were fused in tt3 and tt5. In many organisms, fusion of broken ends of chromosomes occurs randomly and thus presumably by nonhomologous recombination (Roth and Wilson, 1988). Studies of end joining of foreign DNA in mammalian and amphibian cells have also shown that cells can ligate blunt or mismatched ends by mechanisms that require little or no homology (Roth and Wilson, 1986; Pfeiffer and Vielmetter, 1988). In addition, the 272-bp insertion at the CHI locus in tt5 and the 7-bp insertion in tt3 are reminiscent of the filler sequences found at illegitimate recombination junctions in mammalian cells (Roth and Wilson, 1988; Begley et al., 1989; Chen et al., 1990) and in T-DNA insertion sites in Arabidopsis and tobacco (Gheysen et al., 1991; Mayerhofer et al., 1991). Thus, the fusion of broken ends generated by ionizing radiation appears to occur by mechanisms involving nonhomologous recombination that are similar or identical to those that mediate the integration of foreign sequences into the genome.

There are two possible scenarios for the way in which the rearrangements in tt3 and tt5 arose. One possibility is that each mutation involved four double-strand breaks. In tt5, one fragment was inverted and another became inserted at a new site, leaving behind a 272-bp deletion. In tt3, aberrant rejoining of four ends resulted in an inversion and loss of two fragments. Alternatively, one or both of the deletions in tt3 could have resulted from exonucleolytic digestion at the broken ends prior to rejoining. However, there is no evidence of extensive exonucleolytic digestion accompanying the rearrangements in tt5. In addition, little or no exonucleolytic activity is observed in the case of retroviral or transposon insertions in mammalian cells, which also involve free ends and illegitimate recombination (Roth and Wilson, 1988). It has been suggested that the ionizations from the track of a single charged particle could cause closely spaced double-strand breaks (Sankaranarayanan, 1991). In the case of the tt5 lesion, two breaks apparently did occur close together, followed by inversion of the intervening CHI gene sequences. These findings argue that multiple breaks also occurred in tt3 and that sequences were deleted as a consequence of the aberrant rejoining of the free ends.

The differences in the types of rearrangements present in tt3 and tt5 could be due to differences in the type of radiation used to generate these alleles. Early studies on mutagenesis of Arabidopsis and other plant species showed that different mutant spectra were obtained using radiation and chemical treatments. In general, a wider mutant spectrum was obtained using chemical treatments such as ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) and differences in the mutant spectra after x-ray and fast-neutron irradiation were unsuccessful, even though a number of point mutants were obtained in these experiments (B. Hauge, J. Giraudat, and H. Goodman, unpublished results; U. Hanfstingl and F. Ausubel, personal communication).

Curiously, in both tt3 and tt5 the rearrangements involved sequences from different sites on the same chromosome. It is possible that repair of DNA damage caused by radiation was influenced by the arrangement of these sequences in the nucleus. Chromosomal lesions in the dihydrofolate reductase gene in Chinese hamster ovary cells occurred adjacent to two regions attached to the nuclear scaffold (scaffold attachment regions [SARs]), which contain a consensus sequence for topoisomerase II cleavage (Käst and Chasin, 1987). Illegitimate recombination has also been linked to SARs and topoisomerase II sites in the mouse immunoglobulin κ-chain gene (Sperry et al., 1989). It is possible that the tt3 and tt5 alleles arose by illegitimate recombination events mediated by neighboring SARs that brought broken ends from different chromosomal locations into proximity and resulted in aberrant rejoining events. Sequences adjacent to the break points in both tt3 and tt5 are AT rich, a characteristic of mammalian SARs. Unfortunately, consensus sequences for plant SARs and topoisomerase II cleavage sites have not yet been reported.

The characterization of the tt3 and tt5 alleles raises a number of points regarding the use of ionizing radiation-induced alleles in molecular genetic experiments. This work has shown that structural mutants can provide direct correlations between
cloned gene sequences and genetic loci using DNA gel blot analysis. In Arabidopsis, these correlations provide important new contact points between the genetic and RFLP maps. Chromosome rearrangements can also provide useful information about the functions of gene sequences. For example, the break in the CHI promoter in tt5 delimits promoter sequences that mediate the response to high-intensity light. Furthermore, although high-intensity light did induce some expression of the mutant gene, no anthocyanins were detected in these plants (data not shown). It thus appears that the C terminus of the protein is essential for the activity of the enzyme or the stability of the protein, even though this region is highly divergent in the proteins from Arabidopsis, snapdragon, petunia, and bean. Although the deletion in tt3 gives no information about the structure of the DFR gene, it does provide a null background. This can be particularly useful, for example, for complementation experiments that can be subject to cosegregation effects. This type of gene silencing, which results from some as-yet-unknown interaction between a transformed gene and the corresponding endogenous gene(s), has been reported for a number of plant genes, including CHS and phenylalanine ammonia-lyase genes (Liang et al., 1989; Napoli et al., 1990; van der Krol et al., 1990). In addition, analysis of gene expression showed that CHI mRNA levels were similar to wild-type levels in the DFR null mutant tt3, which would be expected to accumulate flavonols. Similarly, wild-type levels of DFR mRNA were found in the apparent absence of CHI activity and thus the absence of DFR substrates in tt5. This suggests that CHI and DFR gene expression may not be affected by changes in the concentrations of flavonoid biosynthetic intermediates. On the other hand, the 2.8-cM inversion in tt3 could complicate genetic experiments involving crosses to wild-type plants, for example, by causing additional chromosome rearrangements or distorting genetic distances by suppressing recombination. It should also be noted that because two genes are covered by a single large deletion in tt3 and the sequences between this deletion and the middle of a third gene are inverted, the three genes disrupted in tt3 cannot be separated by standard genetic techniques such as back-crossing. This mutation could therefore complicate efforts to assign phenotypes to specific loci.

The complexity of the rearrangements found in tt3 and tt5 also has implications for the use of ionizing radiation-induced alleles for gene cloning. The lesion induced in tt5 by fast-neutron irradiation was essentially localized within the CHI gene, except for the 272-bp deletion at the 38-cM distal site. This type of rearrangement is ideally suited for chromosome walking experiments because the end point of the walk could be determined by DNA gel blot analysis, which would simultaneously provide unambiguous identification of the gene of interest. This tt5 allele could not have been used for subcloning the CHI gene, however. Conversely, the 2.8-cM inversion in tt3 would preclude chromosome walks from the distal side of the DFR locus. However, the 7.8-kb deletion in tt3 is ideal for cloning by genomic subtraction. In the case of a novel gene, analysis of additional alleles or complementation of the mutant phenotype would then be used to positively identify the gene of interest. Because it is not possible to know beforehand the structure of radiation-induced mutations, the results of the analysis of tt3 and tt5 suggest the use of several approaches and multiple alleles in these types of gene cloning efforts.

In summary, it is evident that ionizing radiation can generate lesions that will be useful for gene cloning experiments in plants. However, the structures of the tt3 and tt5 alleles demonstrate that radiation can induce gross chromosome rearrangements that may involve multiple loci and that may not always be accompanied by localized deletions or inversions. Further analysis of the effects of mutagenic agents and the cellular mechanisms involved in the repair of DNA damage may lead to improved methods for generating specific types of mutations at high efficiency.

METHODS

Plants and RNA and DNA isolation

Arabidopsis thaliana, ecotype Columbia (Col-0), was obtained from F. Ausubel (Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA). The Landsberg erecta ecotype and tt3, tt5, and tt6 lines were obtained from M. Koornneef (Agricultural University, Wageningen, The Netherlands). Plants were grown in flats under standard greenhouse conditions using a 16-hr light/8-hr dark cycle. High-intensity light treatments were as described by Feinbaum et al. (1991). Tissue for DNA and RNA isolation was harvested just before the bolting stage (~3 weeks after planting) into liquid nitrogen and stored at ~70°C. Genomic DNA was isolated using the method of Watson and Thompson (1986). Total RNA was isolated using the method of Ausubel et al. (1989).

Polymerase Chain Reaction Cloning of the CHI and DFR Genes

DNA fragments corresponding to the Arabidopsis chalcone flavanone isomerase (CHI) and dihydroflavonol 4-reductase (DFR) genes were synthesized by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) according to the method of Gould et al. (1989). Genomic DNA was isolated from 3-week-old Arabidopsis plants, ecotypes Landsberg and Columbia. Degenerate synthetic oligonucleotides were designed based on the amino acid sequences of the two CHI proteins from petunia and the cDNA for the gene from kidney bean (van Tunen et al., 1989; Blyden et al., 1991). The DFR primers were designed based on the deduced protein sequences for the maize, petunia, and snapdragon genes (Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1987; Beld et al., 1989). Primers were synthesized on a DNA synthesizer (model No. 8700; MilliGen/Biosearch, San Rafael, CA). The sense primers were synthesized with EcoRI linkers and the antisense primers with HindIII linkers to further ensure against cloning artifacts (i.e., products synthesized using the same primer on both strands). The positions of the primers in the CHI and DFR gene sequences are indicated in Figures 1 and 2. The primers had the following
sequences (linker sequences are given in lowercase letters, degenerate sites indicated in brackets or with an N for positions in which all four nucleotides were present):

**CHI I** (sense):
5'-ccggaattcAG[CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA][CGA]}
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